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Response to Comment PC1I-1
The comments are noted, but are not in conflict with the EIR and supporting
documentation. The Project is not identified as shelter in place, but rather as
a location of temporary refuge if a short-notice fire event would result in
unsafe evacuation conditions. Late evacuations are widely regarded as the
most dangerous component of wildfire evacuations. The Project provides a
contingency option, like any new master planned community in San Diego
County that is built to the County’s restrictive, ignition-resistant, levels. As
documented in the Project Fire Protection Plan (FPP), although it is not
designated a shelter in place facility, it would incorporate all of the current
construction requirements for such facilities, would include ongoing fire
district inspections, and exceed the codes for several fire protection features;
and therefore would withstand fire better than many of the older homes in
the area. The preferred option is an early evacuation of the Project’s
residences. When that is not possible, responding emergency personnel will
have a contingency option that may be considered safer than a late
evacuation.
Response to Comment PCI8-2
The County disagrees that allocation of resources to protect the Project will
dilute ability to provide fire suppression efforts. The Project’s fire protection
system would enable fire response resources to be allocated where they are
needed most, which is likely in areas with older construction and lack of
defensible space. Evacuation in a timely manner is always preferred. The
Project would provide contingency refuge as directed by emergency fire
personnel, in which case they would be present on site as a part of their
emergency response. The same emergency personnel would judge when it
was timely to resume evacuation, and would so direct that process. Please
also see the Global Responses to Fire Hazards Impact Analysis, and
Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation and Access.
Response to Comment PCI8-3
Adequacy of egress roads has been specifically addressed in the Project FPP,
as well as in the County Rohde Report. Please also see the Global Responses
to Fire Hazards Impact Analysis, and Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation
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and Access. The statement regarding Citracado Parkway is not understood.
Subchapter 2.2, Transportation/Traffic of the EIR notes that the road is
classified as a four-lane major roadway in the City of Escondido General
Plan Mobility Element, but is currently built as a two-lane roadway with a
wide planted median.
Response to Comment PCI8-4
Please refer to Response to Comment PCI18-1 of these comments. Please
also note that the Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District has approved the
Project FPP, with specific review of the Project roadway and driveway
widths. Please also see the Global Responses to Fire Hazards Impact
Analysis, and Adequacy of Emergency Evacuation and Access.
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Response to Comment PCI8-5
The comment does not raise specific issues regarding substantive
environmental analysis within the EIR. Opposition to the Project is noted, is
part of the administrative record, and will be before decision makers during
consideration of the Project.
Response to Comment PCI8-6 – Attachment
This portion of the comment is a summary curriculum vitae showing
qualifications for the commenter. It is noted, but does not require response.
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